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ABSTRACT
Large pretrained language models like BERT have shown excel-

lent generalization properties and have advanced the state of the

art on various NLP tasks. In this paper we evaluate Finnish BERT

(FinBERT) model on the IPTC Subject Codes prediction task. We

compare it to a simpler Doc2Vec model used as a baseline. Due to

hierarchical nature of IPTC Subject Codes, we also evaluate the

effect of encoding the hierarchy in the network layer topology.

Contrary to our expectations, a simpler baseline Doc2Vec model

clearly outperforms the more complex FinBERT model and our

attempts to encode hierarchy in a prediction network do not

yield systematic improvement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) has greatly ben-

efited from the advances in deep learning. New techniques and

architectures are developed at a fast pace. The Transformer ar-

chitecture [12] is the foundation for most new NLP models and

it is especially successful with models for text representation,

such as BERT model [1] which dominates the text classification.

The gains in performance promised by the large BERT models

comes at the price of significant data resources and computa-

tional capabilities required in the model pretraining phase. The

practitioners take one of the models pretrained in the language

of the data and finetune it for the specific classification prob-

lem. Multilingual BERT-like models have also shown remarkable

potential for cross-lingual transfer ([7], [8], [6]). A majority of

the research with BERT-like models is focused on English, while

less-resourced languages tend to be neglected.

The IPTC Subject Codes originate in the journalistic setting.

The news articles are taggedwith the IPTC topics to enable search

and classification of the news content, as well as to facilitate

content storage and digital asset management of news content

at media houses. It provides a consistent and language agnostic

coding of topics across different news providers and across time.

Solving the automatic classification of the news content to the
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standardized set of topics would enable faster news production

and higher quality of the metadata for news content.

In this paper, we use recently published STT News[10] dataset

in Finnish to evaluate the performance of the monolingual Fin-

BERT model [13] on the IPTC Subject Codes prediction task,

together with the Doc2Vec[3] model as a baseline. We attempt

to encode the hierarchical nature of the prediction task in the

prediction network topology by mimicking the structure of the

labels. Finally, impact of using a different tokenizers with the

same model is evaluated.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe

the dataset and the labels relevant for the prediction task. Section

3 describes the methods used to model the prediction task and

all variations of experiments. In Section 4, we provide results of

our experiments and, finally, in Section 5 we conclude this paper

and suggest ideas for further work.

2 DATASET
The STT corpus [10] contains 2.8 million news articles from the

Finnish News Agency (STT) published between 1992 and 2018.

The articles come with a rich metadata information including the

news article topics encoded as IPTC Subject Codes
1
. The IPTC

Subject Codes are a deprecated version of IPTC taxonomy of

news topics focused on text. The IPTC Subject Codes standard

describes around 1400 topics structured in three hierarchical

levels. The first level consists of the most general topics. Topics

on the second level are subtopics of the ones at the first level and,

likewise, topics on the third level are subtopics of the ones on

second level. All topics on the third level are leaf topics - there

are no more subdivisions, but there are also some topics on the

second level that are leaf topics and do not extend to the third

level. A set of IPTC topics at STT is an extended version of IPTC

Subject Codes as some codes used at STT are not part of the IPTC

standard.

Not all articles in the STT corpus contain the IPTC Subject

Codes, as can be seen in Figure 1, showing the ratio of articles

containing this information through time. IPTC Subject Codes

were introduced in STT inMay 2011 and around 10-15% of articles

do not contain this information.

If an article contains a specific sub-topic, it also contains its

upper-level topics. For example, if an article contains the third

level topic "poetry", it also contains the second level topic "litera-

ture" that generalizes the "poetry", as well as the first level topic

"arts, culture and entertainment". In this way, article metadata

contains full path through the topic hierarchy.

1
https://iptc.org/standards/subject-codes/

https://iptc.org/standards/subject-codes/
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Figure 1: The Ratio of news articles in STT corpus contain-
ing IPTC Subject Codes.

Most articles are assigned only a small number of leaf-level

topics (and its higher-level topics), but they can contain up to 7, 19

and 30 topics from the first, second and third level, respectively.

We split the dataset to train, validation and test set such that

all articles published after 31-12-2017 belong to the test set and

discard articles without IPTC Subject Codes from it. The rest of

the articles were randomly split such that 5% of articles contain-

ing IPTC Subject Codes represent the validation set and all other

articles belong to the train set.

After this step, there are around 30 thousand articles in the

validation set, around 100 thousand in test set and 2.7 million in

training set - of which some 560 thousand contain IPTC Subject

Codes annotation.

The train set contains 17 different topics on the first level, 400

on the second level, and 972 on the third (the most specific) level.

In our experiments, we evaluate models only on topics found in

the training set.

3 METHODOLOGY
For our experiments, we used a network design consisting of two

stacked neural networks (extractor and predictor). The extractor

processes the text and produces the text representation in the

format of a numeric vector. The predictor (the second part) is

a multi-label prediction network that maps the extracted text

representation vector to IPTC Subject Codes. For the extractor

part, we evaluate the Doc2Vec and BERT model and for the

predictor our models use one or three layer neural network.

3.1 Doc2Vec
Before the contextual token embeddings became popular, this

model was regularly used to represent a text paragraph with

a fixed vector. It was introduced in [3] with two variants of

the algorithm - PV-DM (Paragraph Vector-Distributed Memory)

and PV-CBOW (Paragraph Vector-Continuous Bag-of-Words).

In the PV-DM variant of the algorithm, a training context is

defined as a sliding window over the text. The model is a shallow

neural network trained to predict the central word of this context

window given the embeddings of the rest of the context words

together with the embedding of the whole document. During

training, the network learns both the word embeddings and the

embedding for the document. The simpler PV-CBOW variant

does not employ a context window, the neural network is trained

to predict a randomly sampled word from the document. Our

experiments use the PV-DM variant of the algorithm available

in the Gensim
2
library with most of the hyperparameters set

to their default values. We set the context window width to 5

and train the network for 10 epochs on the news content from

the training data. The model produces a 256 dimensional output

vector. Once the model is trained, we do not finetune it further

during training of the prediction task.

Tokenization of the data was done using the SentencePiece[2]

tokenizer. It was trained to produce a vocabulary of 40,000 tokens

by using randomly selected 1 million sentences sampled from

the articles in the training set. Additionally, we ran experiments

using the same WordPiece[14] tokenizer that is used with the

FinBERT model.

3.2 BERT
BERT is an deep neural-network architecture of bidirectional

text encoders introduced in [1]. The base model consists of 12

Transformer [12] layers. It is trained using the masked language

modeling (MLM) and next sentence prediction (NSP) objectives

on a large text corpora. Maximum length of the input sequence

for themodel is 512 tokens and each token is represented with 768

dimensions. Model inference produces a context dependent repre-

sentations of the input tokens. The whole input sequence can be

represented with a single vector by using the context dependent

representation of the [CLS] token. In [1], this representation is

used as an aggregate sequence representation for classification

tasks. Another way to represent the whole sequence, as used

in [9], is to take the average representation of all output tokens

(AVG). In this paper, we use FinBERT, a BERT model introduced

in [13] that was pretrained on Finnish corpora.
3
We should note

that this model contains the STT corpus as part of its training

data.

Input to the model is restricted to 512 tokens
4
and longer news

articles are trimmed such that only the first 512 tokens are used.

In the dataset, there are less than 5% and 7% of documents in

the training and test data that are longer than 512 tokens. We

experiment with the CLS and the AVG representations and in

both cases the article representation is a 768 dimensional vector.

The FinBERT model is finetuned during training of the IPTC

Subject Codes prediction task.

3.3 Prediction network
For the predictor part, we experiment with two different archi-

tectures. The first is a single layer of the neural network that

maps the input vector to the predictions and can be seen in the

Figure 2. The IPTC Subject Codes on all levels are concatenated

together, thus producing a 1389 outputs in the final layer.

The second architecture utilizes the tree hierarchy of the IPTC

Subject Codes. We assumed that a flat output (the previous ap-

proach) requires the network to predict each label independently,

irrespective of the level of the target label. By introducing sepa-

rate layers for each target level, we expect that the model will

implicitly learn the hierarchy among labels. We designed this

network in three layers and the architecture is shown in Figure 3.

The first layer of the network predicts labels from the third IPTC

hierarchical level (the most fine-grained topics), the second layer

2
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/

3
We also test the FinEst BERT[11] but since the better performance was achieved

with the FinBERT[13], we do not include FinEst BERT it in the results.

4
The tokenizer used with the model is a predefined WordPiece tokenizer that came

with the FinBERT model.

https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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Figure 2: Predictor network architecture, flat variant. The
image does not show a normalization layer before the out-
put layer.

Figure 3: Predictor network architecture, tree variant. The
image does not show a normalization layer before each
output layer.

predicts topics from the second level and the third layer predicts

only the toplevel IPTC Subject Codes.

3.4 Training
Each model was trained using the batch size of 128 articles and

AdamW[4] optimizer with the learning rate of 1e-3. We compute

the metrics on the validation set every 100 iterations. Once the

loss on the validation data starts increasing, we stop the training

and evaluate the best performing checkpoint on the test data.

The loss function used in all experiments is the sum of binary

cross-entropy losses calculated at each topic level. The news

articles that do not have an annotation for certain topic level do

not contribute to the loss of that level.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
All experiments were repeated three times and we report the

median of those three runs in Table 1. The extraction network

was evaluated with four configurations. The FinBERT model is

using a WordPiece (WP) tokenizer and either the CLS token or

the average (AVG) of all output tokens as a text representation.

The Doc2Vec model is using either the WordPiece (WP) tokenizer

or the SentencePiece (SP) tokenizer.

4.1 Evaluation metrics
We approach the article categorization problem through the in-

formation retrieval paradigm. Namely, we try to return the set

of the most probable IPTC Subject Codes assigned to each ar-

ticle in the STT corpus. We use two performance metrics, the

mean average precision (mAP) and recall at 10 (R@10). The mean

average precision returns the expectation of the area under the

precision-recall curve for a random query. The recall at 10 com-

putes the ratio of correct topics found in the 10 tags with the

highest predicted probability. To measure the generalization of

our prediction models, we compute these metrics separately for

each level of the IPTC Subject Codes.

4.2 Results and discussion
In all experiments, the Doc2Vec model performed significantly

better than the FinBERT model, regardless of the specific extrac-

tor or predictor setup. This is surprising in the light of other

successful applications of BERT models. Nevertheless, as there

are less than 5% of articles in the training set and less than 7%

of articles in the test set that have more than 512 tokens (the

limitation of BERT but not Doc2Vec) we cannot assign the poor

performance of BERT to this limitation.

Some other relevant findings are as follows. While for some

tasks[9] the BERT average token representation performs better

than the representation based on the CLS token, in our experi-

ments the CLS and the AVG representations perform comparably.

The three-layer network mimicking the shape of the tree-like

IPTC Subject Codes hierarchy did not yield any systematic im-

provement over the single, flat layer of the neural network. Dif-

ference in tokenizers for Doc2Vec experiments shows small, but

consistent improvement when using the SentencePiece tokenizer.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHERWORK
In this work, we have compared a monolingual FinBERT and

Doc2Vec model on the IPTC Subject Codes prediction task in

Finnish language. We evaluated several variations of experiments

and achieved consistently better results with a Doc2Vec model.

In contrast to the Doc2Vec, the BERT model has a limitation in

the form of maximum number of input tokens. We believe the

results cannot be explained by this as the data used does not

contain a significant amount of documents exceeding this limit.

We plan to explore this topic further in hope of understanding

and addressing this problem. Recent work in BERT finetuning

strategies[5] identifies a problem of vanishing gradients due to

excessive learning rates and implementation details of the opti-

mizer.

Our attempt at encoding the hierarchical nature of the predic-

tion task did not yield systematic improvement and we believe

it is worthwhile to explore other strategies and improve on this

area, like encoding the hierarchy of the predictions in the loss

function itself.

For Doc2Vec experiments, consistently better results were

achieved using the SentencePiece[2] tokenizer over the Word-

Piece[14] tokenizer used in FinBERT model. Both of those tok-

enizers retain the whole information of the input as there are no

destructive operations on the text. We plan further experiments
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Table 1: Results for different experimental configurations.

Extractor Predictor mAP (lvl 1) mAP (lvl 2) mAP (lvl 3) R@10 (lvl 1) R@10 (lvl 2) R@10 (lvl 3)

FinBERT (CLS) Flat 0.5432 0.2047 0.1031 0.9058 0.3687 0.2242

FinBERT (CLS) Tree 0.5434 0.1949 0.1043 0.9058 0.3602 0.2417

FinBERT (AVG) Flat 0.5401 0.2026 0.1006 0.9045 0.3692 0.2391

FinBERT (AVG) Tree 0.5410 0.2088 0.1089 0.9078 0.3724 0.2367

Doc2Vec (WP) Flat 0.8091 0.5204 0.2990 0.9721 0.7008 0.4750

Doc2Vec (WP) Tree 0.8127 0.5202 0.2972 0.9743 0.7099 0.4714

Doc2Vec (SP) Flat 0.8298 0.5550 0.3149 0.9803 0.7277 0.4951
Doc2Vec (SP) Tree 0.8315 0.5643 0.3282 0.9832 0.7358 0.4896

to confirm and quantify these findings and understand what en-

ables such improvement of downstream prediction task at the

tokenizer level.
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